
  

The size of this insert measured 10.3 inches W. by 3.57 inches H. and it was a good fit into the cup. I printed it on a light weight 

cardstock which worked well. Regular paper also worked, but not quite as well. Overlap and glue one of the saltydiamonds 

rectangles over the other, leaving only one of the rectangles showing. Insert into the cup all the way down to the bottom of the 

cup. It may be a little difficult accomplishing this. I simply bent the label part of the circumference inward on itself until I got it 

into the cup. Place the label directly in line with the cup handle. The cup, Bible series MUG Creations  #220947 was purchased 

at Hobby Lobby. NOW THE FUN PART IS that before you place the inner cup insert is to add really tiny bells (sorry I don’t 

have name or size. I also bought them quite a long time ago at Hobby Lobby, in the scrapbooking area). I also added confetti I 

made using small punches. I used feet (for going and telling about Jesus), hearts (love), person (give, pray, help), cross (Jesus, 

salvation),  and  music note (sing, praise). I also added the words HELP, GIVE, LOVE, PRAISE, PRAY, and SING. Place the 

words face down on the bottom so they show through. Let children see if they can find each of the words and emblems (the  

words do tend to get turned over  in a rather short time. Some of the confetti ends up along the sides of the cup, but that only 

adds to the celebration effect and every time the child lifts the cup to drink, he is reminded to praise and thank God for who He 

is and all that He does.   

 



Write praise and thanks strips to place inside the cups. Cut your own cup inserts and let children write attributes and names of 

God and Jesus to praise Him. Write prayer requests on strips of paper or on popsicle sticks to place inside the cup. When the 

prayer is answered, fill the cup with confetti and have a “showers of blessing” time much like the ones that occur at some 

sporting events, only with confetti.  Bells are NOT FOR USE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. You may want to use something 

like colored cereal, rice, or small candies to make a sound.      
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4 SETS OF CONFETTI WORDS FOR THE CUP: 
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